The Symmetry Professional Security Management software is designed to provide powerful access control and integrated security management solutions for most business applications.

Symmetry Professional is used to actively manage the system and holds the details of each authorized individual with access into a specific building. The powerful, yet user-friendly Symmetry Professional interface enables users to issue access control cards and determine access rights by day of the week and time of day.

Symmetry Professional also includes alarm management software, graphical maps, reports, a free video and visitor management system and many other powerful features. In addition, a badge designer tool is included providing users with the ability to design and print identity badges.

Symmetry Professional includes fully integrated Video Management as standard. Video can be stored within the Symmetry NVR or in a number of integrated partner Video Management Systems.

Symmetry Professional is for medium to large organizations requiring an access control and security management system that can use existing corporate networks.

Symmetry Professional includes database partitioning, which provides a cost-effective solution for buildings occupied by more than one organization.

System access is also available from a web browser using the optional SymmetryWEB™ software.

Customizing the system to show only those features that your users require ensures that operator training is kept to a minimum and improves security. The ability to customize the system in many other ways underlines the inherent flexibility of its design and ensures that the system performs to your exact requirements without compromising ease of use.

Symmetry Professional has been designed to provide the most efficient system management with extensive and flexible reporting capabilities. The wide range of standard features ensures that you can obtain the full benefits from your investment.

**KEY FEATURES**
- Competitively priced powerful access control and security management solution for most business applications
- Easy card administration with bulk amendment for multiple changes
- The power you need to control all your security needs
- Up to 512 card readers and nine client computers
- Unlimited card holder capacity
- Video Badging and Visitor Management software as standard
- Video Management software included as standard
- Employs the very latest thinking in user interface design
- Supplied with Microsoft® SQL Express Database
- Comprehensive alarm-handling features
- Additive advanced access rights
- Optional modules available to control intercom systems and intrusion alarm panels
- Open architecture with various integration options
OPTIONAL SOFTWARE MODULES
Software packages offer a range of fully-integrated additional features designed to enhance the system and provide higher levels of flexibility and integration. Optional features include:

- Active Directory single sign-on
- Data Connect Import/Export
- Guard Patrol Management
- Intercom Management
- Intrusion Management
- Muster Management (Safety Roll Call)
- Threat Level Manager
- SymmetryWEB
- Workflow Designer
- XML Open Integration Module
- Wireless Locks
- Encrypted Communications*
* Requires export control licensing when exported to certain countries

APPROVALS
- UL294
- UL1076
- EN 50133

PURCHASING INFORMATION

SYMMETRY Professional Software
- PRO-8-V8.x 8 Card Reader Software
- PRO-16-V8.x 16 Card Reader Software
- PRO-32-V8.x 32 Card Reader Software
- PRO-PLAT-V8.x Platform Software
- PRO-LIC-xxx-V8 Card Reader Licenses
  (xxx=008, 016, 032, 064, 128, 256, 512)
- VID-CAM-xxx-V8 Camera Licenses
  (xxx=004, 008, 016, 032, 064, 128)
- PRO-CLIENT-V8.x Client Workstation Software

Operating System Support (From v8.1)
- Windows 7 (Professional or Ultimate)
- Windows 8.1 (Professional or Enterprise)
- Windows 10 (Professional or Enterprise)
- Windows Server 2012 (Standard)
- Windows Server 2012 R2 (Standard and Datacenter)

Database Support
- SQL Express 2014 SPI (Supplied)